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Allan B. Daoust

Wars of the Roses: Battlefield Arrowheads under the Microscope

David Starley and Rachel S. Cubitt

The Iron Bars from the ‘Gresham Ship’: Employing Multivariate Statistics to further Slag Inclusion Analysis of Ferrous Objects

Thomas Birch and Marcos Martinon-Torres

Experimental Ironmaking in the 1720s: Thomas Tomkyns and his Contemporaries

Peter King

Volume 49 No. 1 (2015)

Radomir Pleiner (1929 – 2015): A celebration of his life and work

Peter Crew and Jiri Hosek

A cast-iron bridge pier dated 96 BCE found in Sichuan, China

Li Yingfu et al, translated by Donald B Wagner

The first hundred years of archaeometallurgical chemistry: Pownall (1775) to von Bibra (1869)

A M Pollard

An early 17th-century blast furnace at Mill Farm, Hunswick, Co Durham

Tim Gates

Volume 49 No. 2 (2015)

Jewellery of a young Egyptian girl: Middle kingdom goldwork from Haraga tomb

Lore Traolen, Isabel Tissot, Margaret Maitland and Maria Guerra

Late Roman silver hoard from Vinkovci, Croatia – A preliminary technological review

Damir Doracic, Janet Lang and Philip Fletcher

‘Wolf rahm’: archaeological evidence for the veracity of an old term

Tim Young and Sean Taylor

Post-medieval printing type from Mainz and Oberursel, Germany and the composition of early German type metal

Daniel Berger
Spinel-rich slag and slag inclusions from a bloomery smelting and smithing experiment with a sideritic ore
Sarah Paynter, Peter Crew, Eleanor Blakelock and Gareth Hutton

Volume 50 No. 1 (2016)

Ulvospinel-bearing iron slags of Hellenistic age from near the Rosen copper mine, Eastern Srednogorie, Bulgaria
W E Sharp and Radoslav Nakov

Here comes the hammer: sheet objects from the Cenote Sagrado, Chicken Itza
Jose Luis Ruvalcaba Sil, Bryan Cockrell and Edith Ortiz Diaz

‘Not even if we had offered him £50’: Early crucible steel production and the history of the Huntsman process
Paul Craddock, Phil Andrews and Michael Spataro

In search of Samuel Penn, ironworker
Malcolm R Hill

Crucible steel production at Derwentcote Forge, County Durham
Phil Andrews, Roderick Mackenzie and Patrick Sean Quinn

Volume 50 No. 2 (2016)

An early to middle Iron age iron smelting site at Exeter Down, Stamford, Lincolnshire
Patrick Daniel & Roderick Mackenzie

Diversity in Iron Age metalworking: a unique crucible from Westwood, Coventry
Sophia Adams, Marcos Martinon-Torres & Leo Webley

Metallographic examination of early medieval knives from the UK
Eleanor Blakelock

The refining process, part 1: a review of its origins and development
Tim Young and Rowena Hart

The zenith of iron and the transition to mild steel in Great Britain
Peter King

Volume 51 No. 1 (2017)

Recycling in the Saxon period: results from the metals analysis of the Staffordshire Hoard
Eleanor Blakelock

Smithies and forges around the north-eastern Baltic Sea from the 11th to 17th century
Ragnar Saage

Performance of Abraham Darby 1’s coke furnace revisited part 1: temperature of operations
Richard Williams

The refining process, part 2: new data from Ynysfach Iron Works, Merthyr Tydfil

Volume 51 No. 2 (2017)

The metallurgy, development and purpose of pattern welding
Brian Gilmour

The evolution of reverberatory cupellation furnaces in the southwest of late imperial China
Nanny Kim and Yang Yuda

The performance of Abraham Darby 1’s coke furnace revisited part 2: output and efficiency
Richard Williams

Russian steel production from the repeal of serfdom to the First World War
Malcolm R Hill

Historical Metallurgy Society – Occasional Publications (Box 81)

Metals and Metalworking – A Research Framework for Archaeometallurgy – HMS Occasional Publication No. 6
Research in Progress – Meeting held at Sheffield University 9th November 2011

Boles And Smeltmills – Lynn Willies and David Cranstone
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Volume 6 No. 2 (Spring 1982)
The Rolt Memorial Lecture, 1982: What Must We Keep?
Robbins, Michael
An Early Eighteenth Century Scottish Saltwork: Arran, c1710 to 1735
Whatley, C.A.
John Murray: ‘A Bold and Skilful Engineer’
Miller, Stuart T.
South Australia’s Earliest Steam Flour Mills –
The Founding of an Important Colonial Industry
Jones, L.J.
Industrial Archaeology in Western Europe: A Bibliography
Greenwood, John

Volume 6 No. 3 (Autumn 1982)
Holywell Lane: A Squatter Community in the Shropshire Coalfield
Jones, Hunt,
Millstones North and South of the Scottish Border
Tucker, G.D.
The Manufacture of Millstones in the Eifel Region of Germany
Major, Kenneth, J.
Millstones from La Ferté-sous-Jouarre, France
Ward, Owen H.
Iron Working in the Vicinity of Weybridge, Surrey
Potter, John F.
The Wilsons – A Line of Engineers
Russell, J.E.
John Bolton’s Cinder Oven: An Eighteenth Century Industrial
Re-Use of a Medieval Tower
Day, Michael
Tide Mills: An Example from Brittany
Royle, Stephen A.

Volume 7 No. 1 (Autumn 1984)
The Industrial Archaeology of Regions of the British Isles – No. 1 East Anglia
Alderston, David
Water Power on Brownwich Farm – An Exercise in Excavation
Moore, Pamela
The Continental Origins of Bristol Brass
Day, Joan
The Rolt Memorial Lecture, 1983: Our Debt to Roman Engineering –
The Water Supply of Lincoln to the Present Day
Lewis, M.J.T.
A Survey of Scottish Windpumps
Douglas & Ogletorpe
Lime-Kilns on the Gloucestershire-Herefordshire Border
Bick, David
The ‘Coiled-Tube’ Pump
Mills, A.A.

Volume 7 No. 2 (Spring 1985)
The Rolt Memorial Lecture, 1984: Industrial Espionage in the Eighteenth Century
Harris, J.R.
Issues in Urban Industrial Conservation: The Nottingham Lace Market
Smith, Roger
Samuel Brown in North-East Scotland
Day, Thomas
The Granite Quarrying Industry in Devon and Cornwall – Part 1: 1800 to 1910
Stanier, Peter
Does the Industrialist Want to Conserve our Industrial Heritage?
Cox, Margaret
Endangered Sites and the association for Industrial Archaeology
Crompton, John
Review Article – The Industrial Heritage of Australia and New Zealand:
An Essay in Bibliography and Criticism
Donnachie, Ian

Volume 8 No. 1 (Autumn 1985)
The Smethwick Engine
Andrew, J.H.
The Industrial Archaeology of Regions of the British Isles – No. 2 Hampshire
Moore, Pamela
Millstone Making in the Peak District of Derbyshire: The Quarries and the Technology
Tucker, Gordon D.
The Manufacture of Tinplate at Redbrook, 1930 to 1961
Horton, E.H.
Buildings for Framework Knitters in Ruddington
Shrimpton, D.M.
Unstone Coke Ovens
Reedman, K. & Sissons, M.
Neaverson, Peter

Volume 8 No. 2 (Spring 1988)
Endangered Sites Report for 1985/86
Crompton, W.J.
The Rolt Memorial Lection, 1985: The Artist as Witness
Hague, D.B.
Aberdulais Falls
Hayman, Richard
The Alescer Waterworks Company: A Study in the
Small-Scale Technology of Water Supply
Johnson, Cyril
Portsmouth Dockyard: An Industrial Archaeological Overview
Riley, R.C.
The Terracotta Industry: Its Distribution, Manufacturing Processes and Products
Stratton, Michael
A Gunpowder Vocabulary
Patterson, E.M.

Volume 9 No. 1 (Autumn 1986)
The Granite Quarrying Industry in Devon and Cornwall – Part 2: 1910 to 1985
Stanier, Peter
Industrial Archaeology and the RCHME
Falcore, K. & Thones, R.
The Robinson Enterprises at Papplewick, Nottinghamshire. Part 1
Greatrex, Nan
Jesse Shirley’s Etruscan Bone and Flint Mill, Stote-on-Trent
Green, Job, Kelly.
Unstone Coke Ovens
Walton & Woolfson
Framing a Survey of Textile Mills: RCHME’s West Riding Experience
Giles, C. & Goodall, I.
Scottish Windpumps and Windmills: New Information
Douglas & Ogletorpe
Volume 9 No. 2 (Spring 1987)
The Robinson Enterprises at Papplewick, Nottinghamshire. Part 2 Greatrex, Nan
Industrial Archaeology in Brittany: Charcoal Forges in the Côtes-du-Nord Department Andrieux, J-Y.
Artists’ Impressions of Aberdulais Mill Hayman, Richard
Millstone Making in England Tucker, Gordon D.
The Offham Chalkpit Tramway: Its History and Archaeology Evans, T. & Martin, R.
The Factory Chimney: Some Technical Aspects Warburton, Ray

Volume 10 No. 1 (Autumn 1987)
The Closeburn Limeworks Scheme: A Dunfriesshire Waterpower Complex Clarke, Richard J.
Industrial Archaeology in New Zealand Thornton, Richard
Masonry and Concrete Dams, 1880 to 1941 Binnie, G.M.
The Restoration of Jill Mill, Sussex Chamberlain, A.D.
The Old Spey Bridge, Fochabers Day, Thomas
Ships’ Hulls since Cheops: An Engineer’s View Paffett, James

Volume 10 No. 2 (Spring 1988)
The Development of the Cast Iron Frame in Textile Mills to 1850 Fitzgerald, Ron
Pickford Street: A Study of Macclesfield Textile Mills Calladine, A. & Fricker, J.
Pear Mill, Stockport: An Edwardian Cotton Spinning Mill Holden, Roger N.
Jute Manufacturing: A Study of Camperdown Works, Dundee Watson, Mark
The RCHME/GMAU Joint Survey of Textile Mills in Greater Manchester Williams, Michael J.
Albion Mill, Manchester Fitzgerald, Ron

Volume 11 No. 1 (Autumn 1988)
The Excavation of Clydach Ironworks Wilson, Anne
Mechanisation at the Grassington Lead Mines Gill, M.C.
Blue Slate Quarrying in South Devon: An Ancient Industry Born, Anne
William Armstrong’s Hydraulic Engine and Pumps at Cragside Irlam, Geoffrey A.
Lime Burning on the Gower Peninsula’s Limestone Belt Toft, L.A.
The Excavation of Smoky Bottom Engine House Jones, M.H.

Volume 11 No. 2 (Spring 1989)
Housing the Workforce: A Case Study of West Yorkshire, 1750 to 1900 Dewhurst, Lucy
Halse Maltings, Somerset Miles, Mary
The Abbeydale Industrial Hamlet: History and Restoration Peatman, Janet
Thomas Telford and the Gloucester and Berkeley Canal Crawford, Neville G.
The Development and Changing Organisation of Shropshire’s Quarrying Industry: 1750 to 1900 Scard, Ann M.
Electricity Supply at Cragside Irlam, Geoffrey A.
Engineering Enterprise in Bath and Bristol Torrens, H.S.

Volume 12 No. 1 (Autumn 1989)
The Medieval and Early Modern Cornish Stamping Mill Gerrard, Sandy
Nineteenth Century Tin and Lead Dressing: A Comparative Study of the Field Evidence Palmer & Neaverson
The Archaeology of Washing Floors: Problems, Potentials, and Priorities Cranstone, David
The William Buntons and their Buddle Short, C.C.
Mining and Tourism in Southern Australia Brown, Ivor J.
The Industrial Landscape of Rio Tinto, Huelva, Spain Willies, Lynn
Conservation of Mining Sites in the Gwydyr Forest Area of the Snowdonia National Park Vernon, R.W.
The Beam-Engine House in Wales Bick, D.E.
Conservation of the Remains of the Lead Industry in the Yorkshire Dales White, R.F.

Volume 12 No. 2 (Spring 1990)
The Forth Bridge Centenary Cox, Nancy
Imagination and Innovation of an Industrial Pioneer: The First Abraham Darby Worsley, Steven
The Ipswich Horse Tram Depot Smith, David
The Representation of Industry on Large-Scale Maps of England and Wales, 1700 to c1840 Linsley, Stafford M.
Millstones from Brockholm Quarry, Northumberland Fitz Gerald, R.S.
The Anatomy of a Victorian Crane: The Coburg Boiler Shop Crane and its Technological Context Robertson, John

Volume 13 No. 1 (Autumn 1990)
The Steam Engine at Glyn Pits Colliery, Pontypool: An Archaeological Investigation Palmer and Neaverson
Industrial Monuments: A Protection Programme Stratton, Michael
Milling Technology in the Middle Ages: The Direction of Recent Research Holt, Richard
Cantilever Piers for Shipping Iron Ore on the Cantabrian Coast of Spain, 1888 to 1899
Jesse Shirley’s Etruscan Bone and Flint Mill, Stoke-on-Trent: ‘The Story Continues’

Volume 13 No. 2 (Spring 1991)
Industrial Archaeology in the Netherlands
Hamilton’s Sugar Mill, Nevis, Leeward Islands, Eastern Caribbean
The Flax Spinning Mill in Myslakowice near Jelenia Gora, Poland
Summerley Colliery Coke Ovens
An Attempt at a Bibliography of Samuel Smiles
The Industrial Archaeology of Regions of the British Isles – No. 3 The Isle of Wight
Farm and Threshing Mill at Poltimore Farm, Farway, Devon

Volume 14 No. 1 (Autumn 1991)
The Lloyds, Ironbridge, Shropshire: Some Aspects of a 19th Century Mining Community
Industrial Archaeology: Working for the Future
The Godalming Knitting Industry and its Workplaces
The Rolt Memorial Lecture, 1990: Wind Engines
Hydraulic Power in the Port of London

Volume 14 No. 2 (Spring 1992)
Excavation: The Role of Archaeology
The Langcliffe Quarry and Lineworks
The History and Archaeology of the Calke Abbey Lime-Yards
Bersham Ironworks Excavations: 1987 to 1990 Interim Report
The Historical Manuscripts Commission and the History of British Business and Industry

Volume 15 No. 1 (Autumn 1992)
The Use of Power in the Early Industrial Development of Hull
The Rolt Memorial Lecture, 1991: Researching Iron and Steel – A Personal View
The Iron Bridge: Its Manufacture and Construction
Ventilation of Mines
The Robinson Mills: Proto-Industrial Precedents
A Survey of the Gawton Mine and Arsenic Works, Tavistock Hamlets, West Devon

Volume 15 No. 2 (Spring 1993)
A Not so Bright Future?
The Rolt Memorial Lecture, 1992: The Archaeology of the British Food Industry
1660 to 1960: A Preliminary Survey
Canal Pumping Engines
Structural Engineering in the Lancashire Cotton Spinning Mills 1850 to 1914:

Volume 16 No. 1 (Autumn 1993)
Textile Mills and the RCHME
Fireproof Mills – The Widening Perspectives
Housing the Loom, 1790 to 1850: A Study of Industrial Building and Mechanisation
The Cotton Mills of the Derbyshire Derwent and its Tributaries
Mills of the Stroud Valley
Lombe’s Mill: An Exercise in Reconstruction
Havelock Mill, Manchester: A Case-Study in the Emergency Recording of a Large Urban Mill Complex

Volume 16 No. 2 (Spring 1994)
The Rolt Memorial Lecture, 1993: Industrial Archaeology – Continuity and Change
A Strategy for Industrial Archaeology in the Black Country
An Experimental Cement Shaft Kiln at Beddingham
Hermoupolis: The Archaeology of a Mediterranean Industrial City
The Industrial Archaeology of the Twentieth Century:
The Shredded Wheat Factory at Welwyn Garden City

Volume 17 No. 1 (Autumn 1994)
Brunel and the crystal Palace
Industrial Heritage of the Iron and Steel Industry in the Lower Rhineland  
Excavation and Survey at Higher Woodhill Mill, Bury  
The Wealden Glass Industry Re-Visited  
'Their Name Liveth': A Remote Sensing Survey to Decipher the Illegible Inscriptions on St. Mary’s War Memorial, Nottingham  
Coke Ovens at Vobster Breach Colliery  
Housing the Loom: A Comment  

Volume 17 No. 2 (Spring 1995)  
An Archaeological Study of the 1830 Warehouse at Liverpool Road Station, Manchester  
The History and Archaeology of the Hoffman Brick and Tile Company, Melbourne, Australia  
Burning Lime in Derbyshire Pye Kilns  
An Archaeological Survey and Watching Brief at Garston Lock, Kennet and Avon Canal  
The Canal at Smethwick – Under, Over and Finally Through the High Ground  
Telford’s Aberdeenshire Bridges  

Volume 18 No. 1 (Autumn 1995)  
Power Development at the Northern End of Quarry Bank Mill, Styal, Cheshire  
The Survey and Consolidation of Industrial Remains in Cornwall – A Progress Report  
Redressing the Balance – An Archaeological Evaluation of North Yorkshire’s Coastal Alum Industry  
The Archaeology of Industrial Wales  
Finch Foundry, Devon  
Patterson’s Spade Mill, Northern Ireland  
Watermills on the Kingston Lacy Estate, Dorset  
Hogford Mill  
White Mill, Shapwick  
The Industrial Archaeology of Agriculture: Rural Life Collections and the National Trust  

Volume 18 No. 2 (Spring 1996)  
The Rolt Memorial Lecture, 1994: Engineering Works in Rural Areas  
The Mills of Meaux  
Establishing a Typology for the Buildings of the Floor Malting Industry  
Electricity Supply in Shropshire before Nationalisation  
Skating Rinks to Shadow Factories: The Evolution of British Aircraft Manufacturing Complexes  

Volume 19 (1997)  
The Rolt Memorial Lecture 1995: The Fairbanks of Sheffield: surveyors’ records as a source for the study of regional economic development in the 18th and 19th centuries  
Floating mills in London: an historical survey  
The excavation of a turf-sided lock at Monkey Marsh, Thatcham, Berks  
Brush-Piling: Eighteenth Century Engineering in an American Wilderness  
The Archaeologist as Witness: Matthew Harvey's Glebeland Works, Walsall  
Process Recording at Industrial Sites  

Volume 20 (1998)  
The architectural excavation of Wooden Waggonway remains at Lambton D Pit, Sunderland  
The introduction of edge-runner incorporating mills in the British gunpowder industry  
The influence of William Fairbairn on Robert Stephenson's bridge designs: four bridges in north-east England  
John Farey, Jr, technical author and draughtsman: his contribution to Rees's Cyclopaedia  
The Silver End Model Village for Crittall Manufacturing Co Ltd  
Twentieth century industry: obsolescence and change. A case study: The ICI coal to oil plant and its varied uses  
Lodz textile mills: indigenous culture or functional imperatives?  
Easton & Anderson and the water supply of Antwerp (Belgium)  

Volume 21 No. 1 (June 1991)  
Broseley Pipeworks  
Water supplies for steam-powered textile mills  
The St. Helens Iron Foundry  

Volume 20 (1998)  
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Volume 21 No. 2 (November 1999)

Evolution of the pre-Cornish beam engine house
Bick, David
Nature Conservation and Post-Industrial Landscapes
Box, John
Power systems in four Gwynedd slate quarries
Gwyn, David
Textile Mills for Twente: the case of Beltman versus Stott
Stenvert, Ronald

Volume 22 No. 1 (May 2000)

Housing Quality in Rural Textile Colonies, c.1800 - c.1850:
The Ashworth Settlements revisited
Timmins, Geoffrey
The Development of Malthouses around the Hertfordshire-Essex border
Crosby, Tony
Excavation of post-medieval wharfside buildings, Dunbar Wharf,
Narrow Street, Limehouse 1996
Divers, David
The Rolt Memorial Lecture 1998: Swindon - Brunels Ugly Duckling
Falconer, Keith

Volume 22 No. 2 (November 2000)

Early water turbines in the British Isles
Crocker, Alan
The Thornton Archive and the production of sawpierced silverware in Sheffield
Cavanagh, N.A.
Lock and Dam Number 7 on the Monongahela River
Gill, Jonathan
Departed Glory: the archaeology of the Leeds tanning industry 1780 to 1914
Gomersall, Helen M.

Volume 23 No. 1 (May 2001)

Coalmining in Upper Silesia 1880-1939: some surviving surface installations
Riley, Ray
An introduction to the archaeology and conservation of football stadia
Smith, Jonathan
The Identification, Recording and Management of the More Recent Archaeological and Architectural Heritage of Essex
Gould, Shane
The Embassy Cinema, Braintree, Essex
Upson, A. & Richardson, S. contributions by Gould, S.

Volume 23 No. 2 (November 2001)

Copperas: an account of the Whitstable copperas works and the first major chemical industry in England
Allen, Cotterill & Pike
Structuration theory and 19th century corn milling in Portsmouth
Riley, Ray & Yoward, T.
The development of all-metal water towers
Gould, Michael H.
Nitro-glycerine washing house, South Site, Waltham Abbey
Royal Gunpowder Factory, Essex
Foreman, Stuart

Volume 24 No. 1 (May 2002)

The Industrial Archaeology of Spitsbergen
Catford, Ken
Remnants of a Revolution: Mumford's Flour Mill, Greenwich
Clarke, Jonathan
The Rolt Memorial Lecture 2001: The Development of Industrial Museums Within Landscapes
Smith, Stuart B.
'A Dialogue I'll Tell You as True as mee Life . . .': Vernacular Song and Industrial Archaeology in Northern England
Young, Robert

Volume 24 No. 2 (November 2002)

Friedrich Edouard Hoffmann and the Invention of Continuous Kiln Technology: The archaeology of the Hoffmann kiln and 19th Century industrial development (Part 1)
Johnson, David
King's Standing Transmitter Station, Crowborough
Martin, Ron
The Fenny Compton Tunnel, Oxford Canal
Selby, John
18th and 19th Century Market Town Industry: An analytical model
Trinder, Barrie

Volume 25 No. 1 (May 2003)

Technology as culture
Hulme, John R.
Friedrich Edouard Hoffmann and the Invention of the Continuous Kiln Process:
The archaeology of the Hoffmann lime kiln and 19th Century industrial development (part 2)
Johnson, David
The Ephemeral Archaeology of the Miniature Railway
Coulls, Anthony
The Archaeology of the Canal Warehouses of North-West England and the Social Archaeology of industrialisation
Nevell, Michael
Forging Ahead in Coalbrookdale: Historical archaeology at the Upper Forge
Belford, Paul

Volume 25 No. 2 (November 2003)

Building a Working-Class Archaeology: The Colorado Coal Field War Project
McGuire, Randall H. & Reckner, Paul (For the Ludlow Collective)
Techniques of easing Road Gradients during the Industrial Revolution:
A Case Study of Textile Lancashire
Timmins, Geoffrey
Bits and Pieces: A Mini Study of Computer Collecting
Finn, Christine
Structuration revisited: A Text Case for an Industrial Archaeology Methodology for Far North Queensland

Taylor, Vic J.

**Volume 26 No. 1 (May 2004)**

The Iron Bridge – New research in the Ironbridge Gorge

De Haan, David

Town and Factory: An Historic Building Survey of John Paton’s

Kilncraigs Woollen Mill in Alloa, Clackmannanshire

Sproat, D., Toolis, R., Hepher, J. & Rankin, D.

Estate Ruins as Loci for Industrial Archaeology in Jamaica

Satchell, Veronnt M.

Monasteries of Manufacture: Questioning the Origins of English Industrial Architecture

Belford, Paul

**Volume 26 No. 2 (November 2004)**

Excavating the Iconic: The Rediscovery of the Fairbottom Bobs Colliery Pumping Engine

Nevell, Roberts & Champness
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The Mines Inspectors and the Accidents at Glasshouse Common Ironstone Mine, 1865, and Baddesley Colliery, 1882.
Eric Fisher of Winster: Obituary
Ancient Mining Customs used in England Today
Report on the 1991 Archaeological Survey of Kestel Tin Mine, Turkey
Letter to the Editor - A.D. Lead Mines, Swaledale
Letter to the Editor - Hope Mine, Castleblaney, Co. Monaghan
Letter to the Editor - Twenty Thousand Miners can't be Wrong
Years of Hope for a Shropshire Mine and a Young Miner
Gazetteer of Tin and Lead Ore Dressing Sites in Britain
The Largest Blue John Vases ever made

Lynn Willies
Barry Job
F.E. Gregory
Lynn Willies
Michael C. Gill
Alan R. Williams
David Kiernan
Ivor J. Brown
M. Palmer & P. Neaverson
Trevor D. Ford

Volume 11 Number 6 - Winter 1992

The Early Life and Geological Work of John Mawe (1766-1829) and a note on his travels in Brazil
Free Miners or Wage Slaves? The Miners of the Wirksworth Area in the 1650s
Mines and Boundary Stones at Carsington Pasture
The Chartermaster System of Mine Management in Shropshire
An Hitherto Unknown Account of a late 18th. Century visit to the Speedwell Mine at Castleton by James Plumtre
Postscript to the Largest Blue John Vases ever made
Letter to the Editor: Twenty Thousand Miners can't be wrong, but Dr. Kiernan can
Letter to the Editor: Proto-
Ancient and Post-Medieval Mining Sites in the Khetri Copper Belt and Kolar Gold Field, India
Lead Smelting in Welsh Furnaces at Pontesford, Shropshire
The Inundation of the Spitalwell Ironstone Mine, Chesterfield, 1864
Index to Volume 11

Hugh S. Torrens
R. Slack
R. Slack
Ivor J. Brown
Trevor D. Ford
Roger Burt
David Kiernan
Trevor D. Ford
Lynn Willies
Hazel Martell & M.C. Gill
David Williams

Volume 12 Number 1 - Summer 1993

Minerals of the Peak District.


Origin of the Peak District Orefield
Minerals of the Peak District of Derbyshire

D.G. Quirk
Ford, Sarjeant and Smith

Volume 12 Number 2 - Winter 1993

Stamp Mills at the Ashanti Mine, Ghana
Mining on Sark - The French Connection
An Agreement to Mine Copper in Jersey
The Medieval Silver-Lead Miner
Lead Mines and Trials in Glen Auldyn, Isle of Man
Trouble and Strife: The Wirksworth Lead Industry in the mid-17th. Century
Bole Hill, Sheldon: Evidence of Ironmaking
The Buildings and Equipment used at Pennerley Mine, Shropshire, in the late 19th Century
Elias Pedley, a Castleton Lead Miner and his Contribution in Early Geological Thought
Description of a Shaft and Workings at Mooresfield, Winster
Mining Relics around Crich in the 1960s

N. Laffoley & C. Laidler
Nick Laffoley
Nick Laffoley
Peter Caughton
M. Dobson and D.B. Hollis
R. Slack
D.V. Quayle
Ivor J. Brown
J.H. Rieuwerts
G. Hardy
William A.S. Sarjeant
Volume 12 Number 3 - Summer 1994


Edited by Trevor D. Ford and Lynn Willies.

Volume 12 Number 4. - Winter 1994

The Sand Mines of Nottingham
Smelting Mills in the Upper Dove Valley
More on the Ecton Hammer-Stones
Preservation of Colliery Engines and Headframes
The Throstle Nest Datestone
Sir Archibald Grant of Monymusk, Bart.
A "Carping Maintainer" and his Derbyshire Agents
The Newnam Heath Furnace
William Smith's Explanation of the Colliers' Dial
Sir Francis Then and Now
An Eighteenth Century Red Lead Production Record
The Early History of Stoke Sough and Magclough Sough, 1724 to 1738

Volume 12 Number 5. - Summer 1995

Kestel Tin Mine, Turkey: Interim Report 1995
The British Society of Mining Students 1876 – 1910
Lead into Gold: The Alchemist's Dream
Features on Carsington Pasture
Back O'Th'Edge or Ritheing Lake Mine and May Sough
Snailbeach Mine and the Disaster of 1895
A Visit to Millclose Mine in 1934
Long Rake Spar Mine, Youlgrave
Not-So-Old Mining History: Long Rake Spar Mine

Volume 12 Number 6. - Winter 1995

Early Gold Mining in Japan: The Sado Scrolls
The Underground Limestone Workings at Ironbridge
Winster and the Mill Close Mine Strikes, 1917-19
Letters to the Editor
A Description of Blackwell "A" Winning Colliery, Alfreton, Derbyshire in 1933
The Ashford Black Marble Works and Cavendish Patronage
Greensward Mine and its Pumps, Monyash, Derbyshire

Foreword by Conference Organisers
Firesetting Technology
Drawing Ancient Mines
Excavating Mines (Copa Hill, Chinflon, Kestel)
Neolithic Mining Landscape at Cissbury, Sussex
Hammer Stones from Ecton Copper Mine
Notes on Stone Hammers
Bronze Age Mines of the Great Orme
Early Mining Leats and Ponds in Wales
Dolaucothi Revisited
Hushing Leats at Cwmystwyth
Silver-Lead: Technological Choice in the Devon Mines
Lead Mining in the Peak in the 13th. Century
Mining Laws of Flintshire and Denbighshire
Mining without Laws: Weardale under the Moormasters
Tin Stamping and Smelting at Upper Merriwale, Devon
15th. Century Mining: the Kutenberger Kanzionale
The First Half-Century of the Rod Engine (c1540-1600)
Tudor Miners of Coleorton, Leicestershire
The Dovegang Plot: Legal Preliminaries to Vermuyden's Sough
The German Miners at Keswick and the Question of Bismuth
Coniston Field Visit
Copper Metallurgy at Keswick, 1567-1602
Coalmines in Tyne and Wear: Waterwheels for Mine Drainage
Evidence for Early Mining in Wales
Early Surface Features of Mining: Towards a Typology
The Introduction of Powder
The Sand Mines of Nottingham
Smelting Mills in the Upper Dove Valley
More on the Ecton Hammer-Stones
Preservation of Colliery Engines and Headframes
The Throstle Nest Datestone
Sir Archibald Grant of Monymusk, Bart.
A "Carping Maintainer" and his Derbyshire Agents
The Newnam Heath Furnace
William Smith's Explanation of the Colliers' Dial
Sir Francis Then and Now
An Eighteenth Century Red Lead Production Record
The Early History of Stoke Sough and Magclough Sough, 1724 to 1738

Volume 12 Number 5. - Summer 1995

Kestel Tin Mine, Turkey: Interim Report 1995
The British Society of Mining Students 1876 – 1910
Lead into Gold: The Alchemist's Dream
Features on Carsington Pasture
Back O'Th'Edge or Ritheing Lake Mine and May Sough
Snailbeach Mine and the Disaster of 1895
A Visit to Millclose Mine in 1934
Long Rake Spar Mine, Youlgrave
Not-So-Old Mining History: Long Rake Spar Mine

Volume 12 Number 6. - Winter 1995

Early Gold Mining in Japan: The Sado Scrolls
The Underground Limestone Workings at Ironbridge
Winster and the Mill Close Mine Strikes, 1917-19
Letters to the Editor
A Description of Blackwell "A" Winning Colliery, Alfreton, Derbyshire in 1933
The Ashford Black Marble Works and Cavendish Patronage
Greensward Mine and its Pumps, Monyash, Derbyshire

Foreword by Conference Organisers
Firesetting Technology
Drawing Ancient Mines
Excavating Mines (Copa Hill, Chinflon, Kestel)
Neolithic Mining Landscape at Cissbury, Sussex
Hammer Stones from Ecton Copper Mine
Notes on Stone Hammers
Bronze Age Mines of the Great Orme
Early Mining Leats and Ponds in Wales
Dolaucothi Revisited
Hushing Leats at Cwmystwyth
Silver-Lead: Technological Choice in the Devon Mines
Lead Mining in the Peak in the 13th. Century
Mining Laws of Flintshire and Denbighshire
Mining without Laws: Weardale under the Moormasters
Tin Stamping and Smelting at Upper Merriwale, Devon
15th. Century Mining: the Kutenberger Kanzionale
The First Half-Century of the Rod Engine (c1540-1600)
Tudor Miners of Coleorton, Leicestershire
The Dovegang Plot: Legal Preliminaries to Vermuyden's Sough
The German Miners at Keswick and the Question of Bismuth
Coniston Field Visit
Copper Metallurgy at Keswick, 1567-1602
Coalmines in Tyne and Wear: Waterwheels for Mine Drainage
Evidence for Early Mining in Wales
Early Surface Features of Mining: Towards a Typology
The Introduction of Powder

Volume 12 Number 3 - Summer 1994


Edited by Trevor D. Ford and Lynn Willies.

Volume 12 Number 3 - Summer 1994

Foreword by Conference Organisers
Firesetting Technology
Drawing Ancient Mines
Excavating Mines (Copa Hill, Chinflon, Kestel)
Neolithic Mining Landscape at Cissbury, Sussex
Hammer Stones from Ecton Copper Mine
Notes on Stone Hammers
Bronze Age Mines of the Great Orme
Early Mining Leats and Ponds in Wales
Dolaucothi Revisited
Hushing Leats at Cwmystwyth
Silver-Lead: Technological Choice in the Devon Mines
Lead Mining in the Peak in the 13th. Century
Mining Laws of Flintshire and Denbighshire
Mining without Laws: Weardale under the Moormasters
Tin Stamping and Smelting at Upper Merriwale, Devon
15th. Century Mining: the Kutenberger Kanzionale
The First Half-Century of the Rod Engine (c1540-1600)
Tudor Miners of Coleorton, Leicestershire
The Dovegang Plot: Legal Preliminaries to Vermuyden's Sough
The German Miners at Keswick and the Question of Bismuth
Coniston Field Visit
Copper Metallurgy at Keswick, 1567-1602
Coalmines in Tyne and Wear: Waterwheels for Mine Drainage
Evidence for Early Mining in Wales
Early Surface Features of Mining: Towards a Typology
The Introduction of Powder

Volume 12 Number 4. - Winter 1994

The Sand Mines of Nottingham
Smelting Mills in the Upper Dove Valley
More on the Ecton Hammer-Stones
Preservation of Colliery Engines and Headframes
The Throstle Nest Datestone
Sir Archibald Grant of Monymusk, Bart.
A "Carping Maintainer" and his Derbyshire Agents
The Newnam Heath Furnace
William Smith's Explanation of the Colliers' Dial
Sir Francis Then and Now
An Eighteenth Century Red Lead Production Record
The Early History of Stoke Sough and Magclough Sough, 1724 to 1738

Volume 12 Number 5. - Summer 1995

Kestel Tin Mine, Turkey: Interim Report 1995
The British Society of Mining Students 1876 – 1910
Lead into Gold: The Alchemist's Dream
Features on Carsington Pasture
Back O'Th'Edge or Ritheing Lake Mine and May Sough
Snailbeach Mine and the Disaster of 1895
A Visit to Millclose Mine in 1934
Long Rake Spar Mine, Youlgrave
Not-So-Old Mining History: Long Rake Spar Mine

Volume 12 Number 6. - Winter 1995

Early Gold Mining in Japan: The Sado Scrolls
The Underground Limestone Workings at Ironbridge
Winster and the Mill Close Mine Strikes, 1917-19
Letters to the Editor
A Description of Blackwell "A" Winning Colliery, Alfreton, Derbyshire in 1933
The Ashford Black Marble Works and Cavendish Patronage
Greensward Mine and its Pumps, Monyash, Derbyshire
"Mining History" Volume 13 Number 1 - Summer 1996

Editorial: Mining History
David Williams

Pleasley Pit, 1871-1983: Coalfield and Heritage Regeneration Project
L. Willies & R. Metcalfe

The use of Firesetting in the Granite Quarries of South India
Paul T. Craddock

The Oldest Artefact of Lead in the Peak: New Evidence from Mam Tor
Graeme Guilbert

The History, Productivity and Mineralogy of Snelston Mine, Ashbourne, Derbyshire
Philip S. Jackman

The Lea Lead Smelter in 1936
F.H. Baker

One Fourth the Whole of Virginia
Lynn Willies

The Pithead Baths at Kemberton Colliery
Ivor J. Brown

A Cast Iron Hand Pump in Winster Sough
L. Willies, J. Wilmot and T. Wood

Millclose Mine Strikes - Postscript
Lynn Willies

John Gell and the Miners: Legal struggles over Tithes of Lead Ore in Early 17th. Century Derbyshire
Ron Slack

An Ashover Lead Mining Tithe Dispute of the 17th. Century
S.R. Band

Modern Stone Tools
Terry Worthington and Brenda Craddock

Letter to the Editor: "B" Winning Coke Ovens
David G. Edwards

"Mining History" Volume 13 Number 2 - Winter 1996
The Archaeology of Mining and Metallurgy in South-West Britain. Papers presented at the conference held at Seale-Hayne College, Newton Abbot, Devon, on the 12th. to 14th April, 1996, organised jointly by the Peak District Mines Historical Society and the Historical Metallurgy Society.
Conference Organiser and Editor: Philip Newman.

The Quarried Face: Evidence from Dorset's Cliffstone Quarries
Peter Stanier

Iron Ropes for the Cornish Mines
John E. Morgan

The Collieries of North Somerset
Shane Gould

Ironworking in the Blackdown Hills: Results of a Recent Survey
F. Griffith & P. Weddell

The Lumburn Leat - Evidence for new Pumping Technology at Bere Ferrers in the 15th. Century
Peter Clauthon

The De Lank Granite Quarry -- Peter Stanier

Ancient Mining on Mendip, Somerset: A Preliminary Report on Recent Work
Malcolm Todd

The Beginnings of Metallurgy in South-West Britain: Hypotheses and Evidence
Brenda & Paul T. Craddock

Mapping the Mines and Streamworks of Bodmin Moor
Peter Herring

The Early South-West Tin Industry: An Archaeological View
Sandy Gerrard

Tin Smelting in Devon in the 18th. and 19th. Centuries
Tom Greeves

An Analysis of the Processes for Smelting Tin
Richard Smith

The Conservation and Management of the Industrial Landscape within Dartmoor National Park
Deborah Griffiths

The Copper Slag Blocks of Hayle, Cornwall: Remains of the late 18th Century Industry
John Ferguson

A Survey of Engine Houses on the Mines of South Devon
R.W. & R.D. Nance

Engine Houses in South-West Britain
Kenneth Brown

Investigation and Management of Industrial Sites within Exmoor National Park
Veryan Heal

Safety, Presentation and Management of Disused Mines
Adam Sharpe

Recording the Iron Mines of Exmoor
Robert Wilson-North

Recording the Tinworks of Dartmoor Forest
Philip Newman

Tin Ingots from Bigbury Bay, South Devon
Aileen Fox

Diggimg Back in Time: An Adit Clearance Project at Polgooth, Cornwall
K.D. Russ & R.F. Moreton

Quarr Houses on the Isle of Purbeck, Dorset
Jill Phillips

Mine: The First Ten Years
Peter Roberts

"Mining History" Volume 13 Number 3 - Summer 1997
Roman Mining at Rio Tinto, Huelva, Spain. Appendix:

The 1981 Archaeological Survey at Rio Tinto
Lynn Willies

The Origins of the Peak District Mines Historical Society. Dedicated to the Memory of Michael Eric Smith (1941-96)
J.H. Rieuwerts

Michael Eric Smith (1941 to 1996) Reminiscences of a Friendship
W.A.S. Sarjeant

The Search for the Coalbrookdale Coalfield's last Horse Gin
Ivor J. Brown

Low Technology Zinc Mining in the South West of China
Paul Craddock

Mystery Photograph

Surface Remains of the New Venture Lead Mine, Bradwell Moor, Derbyshire
Chris Heathcote

The Connection of James Hall's Over Engine Mine to Peak and Speedwell Cavern
D.A. Nixon & D. Warriner

Sir John Gell and the Derbyshire Lead Industry during the Civil War
R. Slack

Pyrite Mining and Sulphur Production at Xingwen, China
Tony Waltham

"Mining History" Volume 13 Number 4 - Winter 1997
"Mining History" Volume 14 Number 3 - Summer 2000

The Origins of the Medieval Miner's Effigy in Wirksworth Church

Adrian Henstock

"Mining History" Volume 14 Number 4 - Winter 2000

Geology of Ecton and other North-East Staffordshire Mines

Trevor D. Ford

Mount Wellington Mine, Gwennap, Cornwall

Justin Brooke

"Treasure of the World, King of the Mountains, Envy of Kings":

The Imperial Spanish Silver Mines of Potosí, Bolivia

Simon Timberlake

Letters to the Editor -- Mike Wallerstein, Peter and Julie Mohr

Trevor D. Ford

Review: Exploration of Metalliferous and Related Minerals in Britain: A Guide

N.V. Campbell Bannerman

The Last of the Walking Draglines, the Largest Mobile Land Machines in the UK

Ivor J. Brown

An Example of Fire Setting in West Africa

John Barnatt

"Mining History" Volume 14 Number 5 - Summer 2001

A History and Gazetteer of the Mines in the Liberty of Peak Forest, Derbyshire: 1605-1878

Chris Heathcote

Farmers versus Miners: A Case of Pollution

Ron Slack

Review: Worth a Thousand Words: Mining Picture Books

Lynn Willies

Mining History Notes: Devonshire Cavern, Coalpit Rake: Firesetting with Coal

John Barnatt

Mining History Notes: Old Ash Mine: Preliminary Observations on an Early Mine

John Barnatt

Derbyshire Wad and Umber

Trevor D. Ford

The Origins and Development of the British Coprolite Industry

Bernard O’Connor

Tramways and Locomotives at 20th Century Mines in the Peak District

J.P. James and A. Foster

"Mining History" Volume 14 Number 6—Winter 2001

The Geology of the Matlock Mines: A Review

Trevor D. Ford

Surface Remains of the Pindale Area, Castleton, Derbyshire

Chris Heathcote

Review: Angerstein’s Travel Diary, by Torsten and Peter Berg

Lynn Willies

Swearing-in of a New Barmaster

Paul J. Clarke

Papers presented at the NAMHO Conference, Forest of Dean, 1999

Thomas Sopwith and the Forest of Dean, 1832-1841

Robert Sopwith

Mining History and the Internet

Peter Claughton

How Old is the “Owld Man”? Discovering Ancient Mines

Simon Timberlake

Roman Mining Law

David Elkington

Nature Conservation and Mines

David Heaver

The Mining Laws in North Wales

C.J. Williams

Working at New Dunn Mine in the Forest of Dean in the 1940’s

George Hall

Index to Volume 14

David Williams

"Mining History" Volume 15 Number 1 - Summer 2002

Lead Veins within the Coal Mines around Whaley Bridge,

Chris Heathcote

New Mills and Bugsworth, Derbyshire

John Barnatt

The Development of Deep Ecton Mine, Staffordshire, 1723 to 1760

Paul Craddock, Brenda Craddock and Adolphus Langenscheidt

Stone Mining Hammers and their Hafts from Pre-Hispanic MesoAmerica

Trevor Ford

Calcite Mining in the Peak District

Richard P. Shaw

Surface Remains of the Castleton/Peak Forest Area, Derbyshire

Chris Heathcote

The Wedge Effect in Firesetting of a Sarsen at Overton, Wiltshire

Lynn Willies

Some Notes on Peat Working and Turbary Rights

Ivor J. Brown

The Mow Cop Tunnel and Tramways of the North Staffordshire-Cheshire Border

Len Kirkham

Mickleclose Mine at Cowley Knoll, Wensley, Derbyshire: “Plans” of 1756 to 1761

Ivor J. Brown & L. Willies

"Mining History" Volume 15 Number 2 - Winter 2002

How Grove — PDMHS Special Project Report written by John Barnatt for the How Grove Team

"Mining History" Volume 15 Number 3 - Summer 2003

The Miners’ Tale: Golconda (Derbyshire) 1916 to 1957

Ron Slack

Iron Mining in the Peak District

Trevor D. Ford
National Coal Mining Museums – Fossilised Monuments or Leaders of our Future?  
Margaret Faull

Abstracts

"Mining History” Volume 17 Number 5 – Summer 2010

The Geological Setting of the Lead Mines in the Northern Part of the White Peak, Derbyshire  
Trevor D. Ford
Saxon Miners in Serbian Medieval Laws and written Texts  
Milan D. Stojković
A History and Gazetteer of the Lead Mines within Bradwell Liberty, Derbyshire, 1216 to 1890  
Chris Heathcote

"Mining History” Volume 17 Number 6 – Winter 2010

The Baryte Mines at Grin Hill, Ladmanlow and Stanley Moor, near Buxton, Derbyshire, 1835 to 1877  
Chris Heathcote
John Barratt and the Grassington Mines, 1818 to 1834  
M.C. Gill
A Model of Beever Mine at Grassington  
M.C. Gill
The North Yorkshire Moors Coalfields (Yorkshire’s other forgotten coalfields)  
M.C. Gill
Working the Coal at Whaley Bridge in North-West Derbyshire: 1883 to 1903. Its Impact on the Local Railway Network  
Chris Heathcote
Index to Volume 17  
David Williams

"Mining History” Volume 18 Numbers 1/2 — Summer and Winter 2011

High Rake Mine, Little Hucklow, Derbyshire: Excavations and Conservation at an Important Nineteenth Century Mine  
John Barnatt with C. Heathcote, J. Hunter and D. Williams

“Mining History” Volume 18 Number 3 – Summer 2012

The Geological Setting of the Lead Mines of the Hucklow, Eyam, Stoney Middleton and Longstone Edge Area, Derbyshire  
Trevor D. Ford
A History and Gazetteer of the Lead Mines within Hartington Liberty, Derbyshire: 1191 – 1890  
C. Heathcote

“Mining History” Volume 18 Number 4 – Winter 2012

Silence Mine, Grindlow, Derbyshire: Investigating an 1870’s Steam Engine House  
John Barnatt
An Archaeological Dig in Ironworkings in Norfolk in the mid Nineteenth Century  
Ivor J. Brown

“Mining History” Volume 18 Number 5 – Summer 2013

Purley Chase Manganese Mine, Mancetter, Warwickshire  
Alan F. Cook
A Chromite Ore Crusher in the Shetland Isles  
Trevor D. Ford
Underground Surveying in Mines: Aiming towards Understanding  
John Barnatt
The Influence of Saxon Mining on the development of the Serbian Medieval State  
Milan D. Stojkovic
William Senior’s 1617 Map of Sheldon  
Adam Russell

“Mining History” Volume 18 Number 6 – Winter 2013

The Lead Legacy: An Updated Inventory of Important Metal and Ganguge Mining Sites in the Peak District  
By John Barnatt, Kieron Huston, Dave Mallon, Rebekah Newman, Rebecca Penny and Richard Shaw
Index to Mining History - Volume 18  
David Williams

“Mining History” Volume 19 Number 1 – Summer 2014

The Geological Setting of the Old Lead Mines of Ashover and Crich, Derbyshire  
Trevor D. Ford
A Gazetteer and History of the Lead Mines within the Liberty of Tideswell, Derbyshire: 1189-1945  
Chris Heathcote
Letter to the Editor: Manganese Mining  
Trevor D. Ford

“Mining History” Volume 19 Number 2 – Winter 2014

The Mines of Middleton Flats  
M. Higgins & B. Webb
Derbyshire Roman Lead Pigs and ‘Lutudarum’  
Alan Bradwell
Coal Mining near Buxton: Thatch Marsh, Orchard Common and Goyt’s Moss  
John Barnatt

“Mining History” Volume 19 Number 3 – Summer 2015

Proceedings of the NAMHO Conference held at Aberystwyth Univ. June 2013
Managing the Environmental Legacies of Frongach Lead and Zinc Mine  
P.Edwards & F Murphy
The Monks who Mined?  
David Sables
New Investigations and New Ideas on Prehistoric-Roman Metal Mining  
Simon Timberlake
Silver in Queensland: The problem of Ore Processing  
P. Claughton & L. Anguilano
Lead Mining Landscapes of Southern Spain
Rob Vernon
Medieval Mining in Saxony – Selected Results from Excavations of High Medieval Silver Mines in Dippoldiswalde and Niederpobel
C. Hemker & I. Burghardt (with S. Matson)
Excavations at Pitchcroft Limestone Mine, Church Aston
David Poyner
Pennanenmawr Quarries
Tony Brewis
Lead and Zinc Mining in Flintshire – the Engineering Legacy for new Development
K. Nicholls & J. Hutchinson
The Neston Coalfield
Phil Pritchard
Management of the Mining Heritage on Mynydd Parys
David Jenkins
Mining Legacies and Cultural landscape: The Case of the Sicilian Sulphur Mines and the so-called ‘Yellowish Gold’ in the XIX Century (Poster)
Giacomo Tabita

“Mining History” Volume 19 Number 4 – Winter 2015
Coal Mining on the Peak District’s Eastern Uplands during the 16th to Early-20th Centuries
Jim H. Rieuwerts and John Barnatt
A 13th Century Mining Dispute in the Central Orefield
Adam Russell

“Mining History” Volume 19 Number 5 – Autumn 2016
A History and Gazetteer of the Lead Mines within the Private Liberty or Lordship of Hazlebadge, Derbyshire: 1292 - 1947
Chris Heathcote
The 1788 Boulton and Watt Engine House at Ecton: Archaeological Excavations 2012-4
John Barnatt

“Mining History” Volume 19 Number 6 – Spring 2017
Quarrying Chert at Bakewell: A detailed Archaeological Survey of Pretoria Mine and Observations on Holme Bank, Holme Fell and Endcliffe Mines
Barnatt and Worthington

“Mining History” Volume 20 Number 1 – Autumn 2017
Two Yorkshire Lead Smelting Mills
Richard Lamb
British Exploitation of the Cerro Muriano Mine, Spain 1987 – 1919
Juan M. Cano Sanchiz
The Ecton Mines 1880s Dressing Shed Excavations
John Barnatt
Clear the Way or Black Hillock Mine, c 1711 – 1940s
Chris Heathcote
Ancient Mining Features in the Wigpool Iron Mine, Forest of Dean
Chris Bowen & Les Twissell

“Mining History” Volume 20 Number 2 – Spring 2018
Watergrove Mine, Foolow, Derbyshire: Excavating a 1794-95 Newcomen Engine House and a History of the Mine
John Barnatt with contributions by Nick Willers and Dave Williams

“Mining History” Volume 20 Number 3 – Autumn 2018
Daisy Knoll Underground Stone Quarry, Longnor, Staffordshire
John Barnatt and T. Worthington
Quarrying Black Marble at Ashford: A Detailed Archaeological Survey of Rookery and Arrock Mines, with an Outline History of Extraction
John Barnatt and T. Worthington
Mandale Mine, Lathkill Dale, Over Haddon, Derbyshire: Survey & Interpretation
John Barnatt and T. Worthington

“Mining History” Volume 20 Number 4 – Spring 2019
A History and Gazetteer of the Lead Mines upon Eyam Edge, Derbyshire: 1711 -1940
Chris Heathcote
Coal Mining near Buxton: Dane, Blackclough and Knotbury Collieries
John Barnatt
A Smelting Miscellany No.4: Sargill Lead Smelting Mill and the Development of the Ore Hearth
Richard Lamb
The Coal Mines of Bugsworth, Beard and Ollersett Moors
John Barnatt

“Mining History” Volume 20 Number 5 – Autumn 2019
Longcliffe Mine, Castleton
Phil Wolstenholme
Longcliffe Mine, Castleton Liberty, The Recorded History
James H. Rieuwerts
Maps and Sections of a Silver-Lead Mine at Combe Martin, Devon
Martin Ebdon
Andrew Warren
Newsletters of the Peak District Mines Historical Society (Box 64)
N.B There are other Random Collections of Newsletters in various folders kept with the PDMHS publications.

Newsletter 1 (77) – October 1975 (Photocopy)
Newsletter 2 (78) – January 1976
Newsletter 3 (79) – July 1976
Newsletter 4 (80) – January 1977
Newsletter 5 (81) – May 1977
Newsletter 6 (82) – September 1977
Newsletter 7 (83) – February 1978
Newsletter 8 (84) – April 1978
Newsletter 9 (85) – June 1978
Newsletter 10 (86) – September 1978
Newsletter 11 (87) – January 1979
Newsletter 12 (88) – April 1979
Newsletter 13 (89) – August 1979
Newsletter 14 (90) – December 1979
Newsletter 15 (91) – March 1980
Newsletter 16 (92) – August 1980
Newsletter 17 (93) – December 1980
Newsletter 18 – April 1981
Newsletter 19 – July 1981
Newsletter 20 – October 1981
Newsletter 21 – January 1982
Newsletter 22 – April 1982
Newsletter 23 – July 1982
Newsletter 24 – October 1982
Newsletter 25 – January 1983
Newsletter 26 – April 1983
Newsletter 27 – July 1983
Newsletter 28 – October 1983
Newsletter 29 – January 1984
Newsletter 30 – April 1984
Newsletter 31 – July 1984
Newsletter 32 – October 1984
Newsletter 33 – January 1985
Newsletter 34 – April 1985
Newsletter 35 – July 1985
Newsletter 36 – October 1985
Newsletter 37 – January 1986
Newsletter 38 – April 1986
Newsletter 39 – July 1986
Newsletter 40 – October 1986
Newsletter 41 – January 1987
Newsletter 42 – April 1987
Newsletter 43 – July 1987
Newsletter 44 – October 1987
Newsletter 45 – January 1988
Newsletter 46 – April 1988
Newsletter 47 – July 1988
Newsletter 48 – October 1988
Newsletter 49 – January 1989
Newsletter 50 – April 1989
Newsletter 51 – July 1989
Newsletter 52 – October 1989
Newsletter 53 – January 1990
Newsletter 54 – April 1990
Newsletter 55 – July 1990
Newsletter 56 – October 1990
Newsletter 57 – January 1991
Newsletter 58 – April 1991
Newsletter 127 – July 2008
Newsletter 128 – October 2008
Newsletter 129 – January 2009
Newsletter 130 – April 2009
Newsletter 131 – July 2009
Newsletter 132 – October 2009
Newsletter 133 – January 2009
Newsletter 134 – April 2010
Newsletter 135 – July 2010
Newsletter 136 – October 2010
Newsletter 137 – January 2011
Newsletter 138 – April 2011
Newsletter 139 – July 2011
Newsletter 140 – October 2011
Newsletter 141 – January 2012
Newsletter 142 – April 2012
Newsletter 143 – July 2012
Newsletter 144 – October 2012
Newsletter 145 – January 2013
Newsletter 146 – April 2013
Newsletter 147 – July 2013
Newsletter 148 – October 2013
Newsletter 149 – January 2014
Newsletter 150 – April 2014
Newsletter 151 – July 2014
Newsletter 152 – October 2014
Newsletter 153 – January 2015
Newsletter 154 – April 2015
Newsletter 155 – July 2015
Newsletter 156 – October 2015
Newsletter 157 – January 2016
Newsletter 158 – April 2016
Newsletter 159 – July 2016
Newsletter 160 – October 2016
Newsletter 161 – January 2017
Newsletter 162 – April 2017
Newsletter 163 – July 2017
Newsletter 164 – October 2017
Newsletter 165 – January 2018
Newsletter 166 – April 2018
Newsletter 167 – July 2018
Newsletter 168 – October 2018
Newsletter 169 – January 2019
Newsletter 170 – April 2019
Newsletter 171 – July 2019
Newsletter 172 – October 2019

Geologica Belgica (Box 65)

Volume 10 No. 3-4 - 2007
Volume 14 No. 1-2 – April 2011
Volume 14 No. 3-4 – October 2011
Volume 15 No. 1-2 – 2012
Volume 15 No. 3 – 2012
Volume 15 No. 4 – 2012
Volume 16 Nos. 1-2 – 2013
Volume 16 No. 3 - 2013
Volume 16 No. 4 – 2013
Volume 17 No. 1 – 2014
Volume 17 No. 2 – 2014
Volume 17 Nos. 3-4 – 2014
Volume 18 No. 1 – 2015
Volume 18 Nos. 2-4 – 2015
Volume 20 Nos 1-2 – 2017
Volume 20 Nos 3-4 - 2107
Newsletter of the Welsh Mines Society (Box 67)

Newsletter 1 – April 1980
Newsletter 2 – December 1980
Newsletter 3 – May 1981
Newsletter 4 – December 1981
Newsletter 5 – June 1982
Newsletter 6 – August 1982
Newsletter 7 – December 1982
Newsletter 8 – June 1983
Newsletter 9 – January 1984
Newsletter 10 – June 1984
Newsletter 11 – December 1984
Newsletter 12 – June 1985
Newsletter 13 – December 1985
Newsletter 15 – December 1986
Newsletter 16 – May 1987
Newsletter 17 – December 1987
Newsletter 18 – May 1988
Newsletter 19 – December 1988
Newsletter 20 – June 1989
Newsletter 21 – December 1989
Newsletter 22 – June 1990
Newsletter 23 – December 1990
Newsletter 24 – June 1991
Newsletter 27 – December 1992
Newsletter 28 – June 1993
Newsletter 30 – June 1994
Newsletter 31 – December
Newsletter 32 – June 1995
Newsletter 33 – December 1995
Newsletter 34 – June 1996
Newsletter 35 – December 1996
Newsletter 36 – June 1997
Newsletter 40 – June 1999
Newsletter 41 – November 1999 to No 68, Spring 2013 nearly complete

Newsletter of The Friends of Killhope (Box 69 and Box 77)

Newsletter 6 – October 1986
Newsletter 7 – February 1987
Newsletter 10 – January 1988
Newsletter 11 – March 1983
Newsletter 12 – May 1988
Newsletter 13 – October 1988
Newsletter 14 – February 1989
Newsletter 15 – May 1989
Newsletter 16 – October 1989
Newsletter 17 – February 1990
Newsletter 18 – May 1990
Newsletter 19 – October 1990
Newsletter 20 – February 1991
Newsletter 21 – May 1991
Newsletter 22 – November 1991
Newsletter 23 – March 1992
Newsletter 24 – June 1992
Newsletter 25 – October 1992
Newsletter 26 – February 1993
Newsletter 27 – May 1993
Newsletter 28 – October 1993
Newsletter 29 – February 1994
Newsletter 30 – May 1994
Newsletter 31 – September 1994
Newsletter 32 – January 1995
Newsletter 33 – May 1995
Supplementary Newsletter – 1995
Newsletter 35 – September 1995
Newsletter 36 – February 1996
Newsletter 37 – May 1996
Newsletter 38 – September 1996
Newsletter 39 – March 1997
Newsletter 40 – May 1997
Newsletter 41 – September 1997
Newsletter 42 – February 1998
Newsletter 43 – May 1998
Newsletter 44 – September 1998
Newsletter 45 – February 1999
Newsletter 46 – April 1999
Newsletter 47 – September 1999
Newsletter 48 – February 2000
Newsletter 49 – May 2000
Newsletter 50 – September 2000
Newsletter 51 – February 2001
Newsletter 52 – April 2001
Newsletter 53 – September 2001
Newsletter 54 – March 2002
Newsletter 55 – May 2002
Newsletter 56 – September 2002
Newsletter 57 – January 2003
Newsletter 58 – April 2003
Newsletter 59 – September 2003
Newsletter 60 – January 2004
Newsletter 61 – May 2004
Newsletter 62 – September 2004
Newsletter 63 – January 2005
Newsletter 64 – May 2005
Newsletter 65 – November 2005
Newsletter 66 – March 2006
Newsletter 67 – May 2006
Newsletter 68 – September 2006
Newsletter 69 – March 2006
Newsletter 70 – September 2007
Newsletter 71 – March 2008
Newsletter 72 – October 2008
Newsletter 73 – February 2009
Newsletter 74 – September 2009
Newsletter 75 – February 2010
Newsletter 76 – September 2010
Newsletter 77 – March 2011
Newsletter 78 – September 2011
Newsletter 79 – February 2012
Newsletter 80 – October 2012
Newsletter 81 – March 2013

Newsletter of the North Pennine Heritage Trust (Box 70)

Newsletter 1 – September 1987
Newsletter 2 – May 1988
Newsletter 3 – October 1988
Newsletter 4 – February 1989
Newsletter 5 – June 1989
Newsletter – September 1989
Newsletter – January 1990
Newsletter 8 – n.d.
Newsletter 9 – n.d.
Newsletter 10 – n.d.
Newsletter 11 – n.d.
Newsletter 12 – n.d.
Newsletter 13 – Spring 1992
Newsletter 14 – Summer 1992
Newsletter 15 – Autumn 1992
Newsletter 16 – Winter 1993
Newsletter 17 – Summer 1993
Newsletter 18 – Autumn 1993
Newsletter 19 – Winter 1993
Newsletter 20 – Spring 1994
Newsletter 21 – Summer 1994
Newsletter 22 – Autumn 1994/5
Newsletter 23 – n.d.
Newsletter 24 – Spring 1995
Newsletter 25 – Summer 1995
Newsletter 26 – Autumn 1995/6
Newsletter 27 – Spring 1996
Newsletter 28 – Summer 1996
Newsletter 29 – Autumn 1996
Newsletter 30 – Spring 1997
Newsletter 31 – Summer 1997
Newsletter 32 – Autumn 1997
Newsletter 33 – Spring 1998
Newsletter 34 – Summer 1998
Newsletter 35 – Autumn 1998
Newsletter 36 – Winter 1998
Newsletter 37 – Spring 1999
Newsletter 38 – Summer 1999
Newsletter 39 – Autumn 1999
Newsletter 40 – Winter 2000
Newsletter 41 – Spring 2000
Newsletter 42 – Summer 2000
Newsletter 43 – Autumn 2000
Newsletter 44 – Winter 2000/1
Newsletter 45 – Spring 2001
Newsletter 46 – Summer 2001
Newsletter 47 – Autumn 2001
Newsletter 48 – Winter 2001/2
Newsletter 49 – Summer 2002
Newsletter 50 – Spring 2003
Newsletter 51 – Autumn 2003
Newsletter 52 – Winter 2003/4
Newsletter 53 – Spring 2004
Newsletter 54 – Summer 2004
Newsletter 55 – Spring 2005
Newsletter 56 – Autumn 2005
Newsletter 57 – Spring 2006
Newsletter 58 – Winter 2006
Newsletter 59 – Spring 2007
Newsletter 60 – Autumn 2007
Newsletter 61 – Spring 2008
Newsletter 62 – Summer 2008
Newsletter 63 – Spring 2009
Newsletter 64 – Summer 2009
Newsletter 65 – Spring 2010

Firestone – Occasional Publication of the Durham Dales Mining Society (Box 72)

No. 11 – November 1995
No. 12 – April 1996
No. 13 – July 1996
No. 15 – June 1997
No. 16 – December 1997

Research Reports of the Cleveland Industrial Archaeologist (Box 72)

   By Shayler, A.E., Almond, J.K. and Beadle, H.L.
Research Report 3 – 1980 – Mining and Smelting in Teesdale
   By Beadle, H.L.
   By J.S. Owen
Newsletter 10 – November 1996
Newsletter 11 – March 1997
Newsletter 12/13 – October 1997

Newsletter of the Carn Brea Mining Society (Box 76)

Newsletter 32 – April 1994

Transactions of the Newcomen Society (Box 79)

Volume 33 – 1960 to 1961
Some Railway facts and Fallacies
The Talyllyn Railway
The Horse as a Source of Rotary Power
Joshua Gilpin, an American Manufacturer in England and Wales, 1795 to 1801 – Part 2
The Draining of the Alport Lead Mines, Derbyshire
Early Development of the Railless Electric Trolleybus

Volume 36 – 1963 to 1964
Wrought Iron – A Valediction
The Steam Pumping Engine at Streatham, Cambridgeshire
The Fowells of St. Ives, Engineers and Traction Engine Makers
The Gunpowder Mills of Westmorland and Furness
The Introduction of Structural Wrought Iron
China and the Invention of the Pound-Lock
Railway Engineering: Its Impact on Civilisation
John Fidoe’s 1727 Newcomen Engine at Wednesbury, Staffs.
The Newcomen Engine and Coalworks at the Hayes, Lye, Stourbridge, 1760 to 1769
Broadstone Mill, Corvedale
Peak Millstones and Hallamshire Grindstones
Dorset Watermills: Addendum
Notes on Bywater’s Windmill Sail Patent

Volume 37 – 1964 to 1965
English Waggonways of the Eighteenth Century
The Rolling of Iron
Vacuum Theory and Technique in Greek Science
The 1712 and other Newcomen Engines of the Earls of Dudley
Papers on Thomas Newcomen and Newcomen Engines in Previous Volumes of Transactions
A History of G.E. Belliss and Company and Belliss and Morcom Ltd.
Suffolk Watermills
Summer Meeting in Holland, 1965
The Ventilation of Hillcarr Sough

Volume 38 – 1965 to 1966
From Hawkesbury to Dartmouth
Sir Robert Smirke: A Pioneer of Concrete Construction
The Structure of the Church of St. Sophia, Istanbul
Notes on the Windmills of Oland, Sweden
Steam Engines in Derbyshire Lead Mines
Some Mid-Gloucestershire Engineers and Inventors
Baker Bessemer’s Historie Axle-Forging Plant
Dr. A.P. Thurston: A Review of his Contributions to Aeronautics
The Industrial Monuments Survey
Summer Meeting in North Lincolnshire, 1966
Origins of the Canning Industry

Volume 41 – 1968 to 1969

Volume 57 – 1985 to 1986
The Documentary History of the Smethwick Engine
Travelling in Comfort
Engerth and Similar Locomotives

Volume 57 – 1985 to 1986
The Documentary History of the Smethwick Engine
Travelling in Comfort
Engerth and Similar Locomotives
The Uniflow Engine: A Re-Appraisal
Hills, R.L.
The American Steam-Turbine-Electric Locomotive
Duffy, M.C.
The Design and Construction of the Cromford Canal
Schofield, R.B., Prof.
William Adams, 1823 to 1904
Wilson, E.H.
From Cannon to Diamonds: A History of High Pressure Engineering
Crossland, B., Prof.
Summer Meeting in Birmingham, 1986
Briggs, J.W.

Volume 69 No. 2 – 1997 to 1998

The Application of the Doble Steam Power Concept to Coal-Fuelled Rail Traction
Comyns-Carr, C.A.
Hydro-Electricity in North Wales 1880 to 1948
Woodward, G.
Thomas Tredgold (1788 to 1829): Some Further Aspects of his Life and Work
Booth, L.G.
The Rainton to Seaham Railway 1820 to 1840
Bowman, Don
The Swedish Petroleum Industry from Oil Mill to Refinery
Johnsson, Kurt
The ‘Dudley Castle’ 1712 Newcomen Engine Replica, Black Country Museum, Dudley
Allen, J.S.

Volume 71 No. 2 – 1999 to 2000

‘When Engineering was fun . . . ‘: An Apprentice’s eye view of the Royal Aircraft Establishment
Ellam, Clive
Hoisting Machinery in the Gwynedd Slate Industry
Gwyn, D. Rhys
The Development of Glass-Melting Furnaces, 1850 to 1950
Cable, Michael, Prof.
The Velox Boiler and its Application to Railway Traction
Duffy, M.C.
Bernard Waymouth and the Change from Wooden to Steel Ships
Coats, Jane and John
Early Reinforced Concrete Water Towers, 1890 to 1931
Gould, M.H. and Barton, B.M.J.
Railway Dams in Australia: Six Historic Structures
Chanson, H.
A Hidden Pitfall in the Path of Prewar Japanese Military Technology
Matsumoto, M., Prof.

Industrial Archaeology (Box 80)

Volume 2 No. 3 – October 1965
Volume 2 No. 4 – December 1965
Volume 10 No. 1 – February 1973
Volume 10 No. 2 – May 1973
Volume 10 No. 3 – August 1973
Volume 10 No. 4 – November 1973
Volume 11 No. 1 – February 1974
Volume 11 No. 2 – May 1974
Volume 11 No. 3 – August 1974

Newsletter of the South Gloucestershire Mines Research Group (Box 82)

Newsletter 1 – August 2002
Newsletter 2 – November 2002
Newsletter 3 – Spring 2003
Newsletter 4 – Summer 2003
Newsletter 5 – Autumn 2003
Newsletter 6 – Winter 2003/4
Newsletter 7 – Spring 2004
Newsletter 8 – Summer 2004
Newsletter 9 – Autumn 2004
Newsletter 10 – Winter 2004/5
Newsletter 11 – Spring 2005
Newsletter 12 – Summer 2005
Newsletter 13 – Autumn 2005
Newsletter 14 – Winter 2005/6
Newsletter 15 – Spring 2006
Newsletter 16 – Summer 2007
Newsletter 17 – October 2007
Newsletter 18 – May 2008
Newsletter 19 – September 2008
Newsletter 20 – December 2008
Newsletter 21 – March 2009
Newsletter 22 – August 2009
Newsletter 23 – December 2009
Newsletter 24 – March 2010
Souterrains – UIS Groupe de Travail sur les Cavités Artificielles (Box 45)

Souterrains No. 1 – January 1993
Souterrains No. 2 – August 1993
Souterrains No. 3 – May 1994

Newsletter of the Institute for Archaeo-Metallurgical Studies (IAMS) (Box 56)

Newsletter 14 – June 1989
Newsletter 15 and 16 – June 1990
Newsletter 16 – June 1991
Newsletter 18 – December 1992
Newsletter 19 – June 1995
Newsletter 20 – Winter 1998

‘Dips, Angles and Spurs’ The Newsletter of the Society of Mining Law Antiquarians (U.S.A.) (Box 83)

Volume 3 No. 1 – January 1983
Volume 3 No. 2 – March 1983
Volume 3 No. 3 – September 1983
Volume 4 No. 1 – January 1984
Volume 4 No. 2 – April 1984
Volume 4 No. 3 – October 1984
Volume 5 No. 1 – April 1985
Volume 5 No. 2 – September 1985
Volume 5 No. 3 – November 1985
Volume 6 No. 1 – February 1986
Volume 6 No. 2 – July 1986
Volume 6 No. 3 – October 1986
Volume 2007 No. 1 – June 2007
Volume 2011 No. 1 – June 2011

Earth Science Conservation – Nature Conservancy Council (Box 52)

No. 19 – February 1982
No. 20 – February 1983
No. 21 – March 1984

Newsletter of the Welsh Mines Preservation Trust (Box 67)

No. 32 – May 2013

Newsletter of the National Association of Mining History Organisations (Box 67)

No. 65 – June 2013